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Abstract

Distant supervised relation extraction is an ef-
ficient and effective strategy to find relations
between entities in texts. However, it in-
evitably suffers from mislabeling problem and
the noisy data will hinder the performance.
In this paper, we propose the Separate Head-
Tail Convolution Neural Network (SHTCNN),
a novel neural relation extraction framework to
alleviate this issue. In this method, we apply
separate convolution and pooling to the head
and tail entity respectively for extracting bet-
ter semantic features of sentences, and coarse-
to-fine strategy to filter out instances which do
not have actual relations in order to alleviate
noisy data issues. Experiments on a widely
used dataset show that our model achieves sig-
nificant and consistent improvements in re-
lation extraction compared to statistical and
vanilla CNN-based methods.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction is a fundamental task in infor-
mation extraction, which aims to extract relations
between entities. For example, “Bill Gates is the
CEO of Microsoft.” holds the relationship /busi-
ness/company/founders between the head entity
Bill Gates and tail entity Microsoft.

Traditional supervised relation extraction sys-
tems require a large amount of manually well-
labeled relation data (Walker et al., 2005; Dod-
dington et al., 2004; Gábor et al., 2018), which
is extremely labor intensive and time-consuming.
(Mintz et al., 2009) instead proposes distant su-
pervision which exploits relational facts in knowl-
edge bases. Distant supervision aligns entity men-
tions in plain texts with those in knowledge base
and assumes that if two entities have a relation
there, then all sentences containing these two en-
tities will express that relation. If there is no re-
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Bag Sentence Correct

b1
Barack Obama was born in
the United States.

True

Barack Obama was the
44th president of the United
States.

False

b2
Bill Gates is the CEO of Mi-
crosoft.

True

Bill Gates announced that he
would be transitioning to a
part-time role at Microsoft
and full-time work in June
2006.

False

Table 1: Examples of relations annotated by distant
supervision. Sentences in b1 are annotated with the
place of birth relation and sentences in b2 the busi-
ness company founders relation.

lation link between a certain entity pair in knowl-
edge base, the sentence will be labeled as a Not A
relation (NA) instance. Although distant supervi-
sion is an efficient and effective strategy for auto-
matically labeling large-scale training data, it in-
evitably suffers from mislabeling problems due to
its strong assumption. As a result, the dataset cre-
ated by distant supervision is usually very noisy.
According to (Riedel et al., 2010), the precision
of using distant supervision aligning Freebase to
New York Times corpus is about 70%, an exam-
ple of labeled sentences in New York Times cor-
pus is shown in Table 1. Therefore, many efforts
have been devoted to alleviate noise in distant su-
pervised relation extraction.

With the development of deep learning tech-
niques (LeCun et al., 2015), large amount of work
using deep neural networks has been proposed for
distant supervised relation extraction (Zeng et al.,
2014, 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017;
Jat et al., 2018; Ji et al., 2017; Han et al., 2018;
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Du et al., 2018; Vashishth et al., 2018; Lei et al.,
2018; Qin et al., 2018a,b; Ye and Ling, 2019;
Xu and Barbosa, 2019). Various previous work
also used well-designed attention mechanism (Lin
et al., 2016; Jat et al., 2018; Ji et al., 2017; Su et al.,
2018; Du et al., 2018) which have achieved sig-
nificant results. Besides, knowledge-based meth-
ods (Lei et al., 2018; Han et al., 2018; Vashishth
et al., 2018; Ren et al., 2018) incorporated exter-
nal knowledge base information with deep neural
network, obtaining impressive performance.

Most of previous work used vanilla Convolution
Neural Network (CNN) or Piecewise Convolu-
tion Neural Network (PCNN) as sentence encoder.
CNN/PCNN adopted the same group of weight-
sharing filters to extract semantic feature of sen-
tences. Though effective and efficient, there is still
room to improve if we look deeper into proper-
ties of relations. We find that semantic properties
of relations such as symmetry and asymmetry are
often overlooked when using CNN/PCNN. For ex-
ample, “Bill Gates is the CEO of Microsoft.” holds
the relationship /business/company/founders be-
tween the head entity Bill Gates and tail entity Mi-
crosoft. While in the sentence “The most famous
man in Microsoft is Bill Gates.“ where the head
entity Microsoft and the tail Bill Gates do not
share that relationship. It indicates that the rela-
tion /business/company/founders is asymmetric.
Most previous work use position embedding spec-
ified by entity pairs and piecewise pooling (Zeng
et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Han
et al., 2018) to predict relations. However, above
examples show that they share similar position
embeddings due to their similar position distances
to both entities. Vanilla CNN/PCNN is not suffi-
cient to capture such semantic features because it
treats the head and tail entities equally. Thus, it
tend to “memorize” certain entity pairs and may
learn similar context representation when dealing
with these noisy asymmetric instances.

In addition to relation properties, we also inves-
tigate some noise source in distant supervised rela-
tion extraction. NA instances usually account for
a large portion in distant supervised datasets, mak-
ing the data highly imbalanced. Similarly, in ob-
jection detection task (Lin et al., 2017), extreme
class imbalance greatly hinders the performance.

In this paper, in order to deal with above de-
ficiencies, we propose Separate Head-Tail CNN
(SHTCNN) framework, an effective strategy for

distant supervised relation extraction. The frame-
work is composed of two ideas. First, we em-
ploy separate head-tail convolution and pooling to
embed the semantics of sentences targeting head
and tail entities respectively. By this means, we
can capture better semantic properties of relations
in the distant supervised data and further alleviate
mislabeling problem. Second, relations are classi-
fied from coarse to fine. In order to do this, an ex-
tra auxiliary network is adopted for NA/Non-NA
binary classification, which is expected to filter as
many easy NA instances as possible while main-
taining high recall of all non-NA relationships.
Instances selected by binary network are treated
as non-NA examples for fine-grained multi-class
classification. Inspired by Retina (Lin et al.,
2017), we make use of focal loss in binary classifi-
cation. We evaluate our model on a real-world dis-
tant supervised dataset. Experimental results show
that our model achieves significant and consistent
improvements in relation extraction compared to
selected baselines.

2 Related Work

Relation extraction is a crucial task and heav-
ily studied area in Natural Language Processing
(NLP). Many efforts have been devoted, espe-
cially in supervised paradigm. Conventional su-
pervised methods require large amounts of human-
annotated data, which is highly expensive and
time-consuming. To deal with this issue, (Mintz
et al., 2009) proposed distant supervision, which
aligned Freebase relational facts with plain texts
to automatically generate relation labels for en-
tity pairs. Apparently, such assumption is too
strong that inevitably accompanies with mislabel-
ing problem.

Plenty of studies have been done to allevi-
ate such problem. (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoff-
mann et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012) introduce
multi-instance learning framework to the problem.
(Riedel et al., 2010) and (Surdeanu et al., 2012)
use a graphical model to select valid sentences in
the bag to predict relations. However, the main
disadvantage in conventional statistical and graph-
ical methods is that using features explicitly de-
rived from NLP tools will cause error propagation
and low precision.

As deep learning techniques (Bengio, 2009; Le-
Cun et al., 2015) have been widely used, plenty
of work adopt deep neural network for distant su-
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Figure 1: Separate Head-Tail CNN for distant supervised relation extraction

pervised relation extraction. (Zeng et al., 2015)
proposed piecewise convolution neural network
to model sentence representations under multi in-
stance learning framework while using piecewise
pooling based on entity position to capture struc-
tural information. (Lin et al., 2016) proposed sen-
tence level attention, which is expected to dy-
namically reduce the weights of those noisy in-
stances. (Ji et al., 2017) adopted similar attention
strategy and combined entity descriptions to cal-
culate weights over sentences. (Liu et al., 2017)
proposed a soft-label method to reduce the in-
fluence of noisy instances on entity-level. (Jat
et al., 2018) used word-level and entity-based at-
tention for efficiently relation extraction. Due
to the effectiveness of self-attention mechanism,
(Du et al., 2018) proposed a structured word-level
self-attention and sentence-level attention mecha-
nism which are both 2-D matrix to learn rich as-
pects of data. Also, plenty of knowledge based
strategies for distant supervised relation extraction
have also been proposed. (Ji et al., 2017) uses
hierarchical information of relations for relation
extraction and achieve significant performance.
(Lei et al., 2018) proposed Cooperative Denois-
ing framework, which consists two base networks
leveraging text corpus and knowledge graph re-
spectively. (Vashishth et al., 2018) proposed RE-
SIDE, a distantly supervised neural relation ex-
traction method which utilizes additional side in-
formation from knowledge bases for improving re-
lation extraction. (Han et al., 2018) aimed to incor-

porate the hierarchical information of relations for
distantly supervised relation extraction. Although
these methods achieved significant improvement
in relation extraction, they tend to treat entities in
sentences equally or rely more or less on knowl-
edge base information which may be unavailable
in other domains.

In order to alleviate mislabeling problem and
reduce the burden of integrating external knowl-
edge and resource, we propose SHTCNN to pro-
vide better sentence representation and reduce the
impact of NA instances.

3 Methodology

In this section, we introduce our SHTCNN model.
The overall framework is shown in Figure 1.
Our model is built under multi-instances learning
framework. It splits the training set into multi-
ple n bags {〈h1, t1〉, 〈h2, t2〉, · · · , 〈hn, tn〉}, each
of which contains m sentences {s1, s2, · · · , sm}
mentioning same head entity hi and tail entity
ti. Note that sentence number m may not be the
same in each bag. Each sentence consists of a se-
quence of k words {x1, x2, · · · , xk}. First, sen-
tence representation si is acquired using our sep-
arate head-tail convolution and pooling on words
{x1, x2, · · · , xk}. Next, selective attention mech-
anism is used to dynamically merge sentences to
its bag representation bi = 〈hi, ti〉. On bag level,
binary classifier filters out easy NA instances with
focal loss, leaving others to multi-class classifier
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for further fine-grained classification.

3.1 Sentence Encoder
Word Representation
First, the i-th word xi in sentence is mapped into
a dw-dimensional word embedding ei. Then, to
keep track of head and tail entity position infor-
mation, two dp-dimensional position embeddings
(Zeng et al., 2014, 2015) are also adopted for each
word as p1i and p2i recording the distance to two en-
tities respectively. Thus, the final word represen-
tation is the concatenation of these three vectors
wi = [ei, p

1
i , p

2
i ] of d = dw + 2pw dimensions.

Separate Head-Tail Convolution and Pooling
Convolution layer are often utilized in relation ex-
traction to capture local features in window form
and then perform relation prediction globally. In
detail, convolution is an operation between a con-
volution matrix W and a sequence of vector qi.
We define qi ∈ Rl×d of w words in the sentence
si = {w1, w2, w3, · · · , wn} with word representa-
tions defined above.

qi = wi−l+1:i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ l − 1 (1)

Because the window may be out of the sentence
boundary when sliding along. We use wide convo-
lution technique by adding special padding tokens
on both sides of sentence boundaries. Thus the i-th
convolutional filter pi computes as follows:

pi = [Wq + b]i, (2)

where b is bias vector.
Conventional PCNN uses piecewise pooling for

relation extraction which divided convolutional
filter pi into three segments based on positions of
head and tail entities. Piecewise pooling is defined
as follows:

[x]ij = max(pij), where 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 (3)

where j indicates position of segments in sen-
tence.

As mentioned in section, traditional methods
get representation of each sentence using same
group of convolution filters, which focuses on both
head entity and tail entity equally and ignores se-
mantic difference between them. We use two
separate groups of convolution filters W1,W2 ∈
Rds×d, where ds is the sentence embedding size.
Also, simply piecewise pooling can not well deal

with examples of which relations are similar but
asymmetric. In detail, we utilize two groups of
separate head-tail entity convolution W 1, W 2 to
represent the sentence si as p1i , p

2
i .

p1i = [Wq + b]1i

p2i = [Wq + b]2i
(4)

To exploit such semantic properties of relations
expressed by entity pairs, we use separate head-
tail entity pooling. Targeting head and tail enti-
ties, head-entity pooling and tail-entity pooling are
adopted on two convolution results respectively.
p1i , p

2
i are further segmented by positions of en-

tity pair for head-tail entity pooling. Head entity
pooling is defined as:

hi = [max(p1i1);max([p1i2, p
1
i3])] (5)

Similarly, tail pooling is defined as:

ti = [max([p2i1, p
2
i2]);max(p2i3)] (6)

And i-th sentence vector si is the concatenation
of hi and ti:

si = [hi; ti] (7)

Finally, we apply non-linear function such as
ReLU as activation on the output.

3.2 Selective Attention
Bags contain sentences sharing the same entity
pair. In order to alleviate mislabeling problem
on sentence level, we adopted selective attention
which is widely used in many works (Lin et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2017; Ji et al., 2017; LeCun et al.,
2015; Han et al., 2018; Du et al., 2018). The rep-
resentation of the bag bi = 〈hi, ti〉 is the weighted
sum of all sentence vectors in that bag.

bi =
∑
i

αisi

αi =
exp(siAr)∑
j exp(sjAr)

(8)

where αi is the weight of sentence representation
si, A and r are diagonal matrix and relation query.

3.3 Coarse-to-Fine Relation Classification
Traditional methods directly predict relation
classes for each bag after obtaining bag represen-
tations. However, large amount of NA instances
containing mixed semantic information will hin-
der the performance. To alleviate such impact of
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NA instances, we manually utilize a binary clas-
sifier to filter out as many NA instances as pos-
sible, while leaving hard NA instances for multi-
class classification.

Binary classification can also be viewed as an
auxiliary task about whether the input sentence
hold an NA relation. In this method, NA is treated
as negative class while all other non-NA labels
are treated as positive class. In this method, we
adopted focal loss (Lin et al., 2017) for NA/non-
NA classification. Focal loss is designed to ad-
dress class imbalance problem. When predict
class label y for binary task y ∈ {0, 1}, we first
define the prediction score pt for positive class:

pt =

{
p, if y = 1,
1− p, otherwise

(9)

Then traditional weighted cross-entropy loss
can be defined as follows:

CE(pt) = −αlog(pt) (10)

where α is a hyper-parameter usually set as class
ratio.

Focal loss modifies it by changing α to (1−pt)γ
in order to dynamically adjust weights between
well-classified easy instances and hard instances
as:

CE(pt) = −(1− pt)γlog(pt) (11)

For easy instances, prediction score pt will be
high while the loss low and vise versa for hard in-
stances. As a result, focal loss focuses on those
hard NA instances. Finally, instances which are
predicted as non-NA are selected for multi-class
classifier for fine-grained classification. Due to ex-
istence of NA instances which are hard to handle,
we also add a “NA class” in multi-class classifica-
tion for further filtering those instances which do
not hold an exact relationship.

3.4 Optimization
In this section, we introduce the learning and op-
timization details for our SHTCNN model. As
shown in Figure 1, binary and multi network share
only same word representations. We define bi-
nary and multi labels as br ∈ {0, 1} and mr ∈
{0, 1, 2, · · · , n} respectively. Both 0 represent NA
class. In binary classification, 1 represents all
non-NA classes while in multi-class classification,
each non-zero number represents a certain non-
NA relation. Besides, we use Θ1,Θ2 to denote pa-
rameters for binary and multi-class classification

network respectively. The objective function for
our model is:

J(Θ1,Θ2) = −
1∑
i=0

log(bri|bi,Θ1)

−
n∑
j=0

log(mrj |bi,Θ2)

(12)

where n is the number of relation classes. All
models are optimized using Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD).

4 Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the dataset and
evaluation metrics. Then we list our experimen-
tal parameter settings. Afterwards, we compare
the performance of our method with feature-based
and selected neural-based methods. Besides, case
study shows our SHTCNN is an effective method
to extract better semantic features.

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate our model on a widely used dataset
New York Times (NYT) released by (Riedel et al.,
2010). The dataset was generated by aligning
Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) relations with
New York Times Corpus. Sentences of year 2005
and 2006 are used for training while sentences of
2007 are used as testing. There are 52 actual rela-
tions and a special NA which indicates there was
no relation between two entities. The training set
contains 522,611 sentences, 281,270 entity pairs
and 18,152 relational facts. The testing set con-
tains 172,448 sentences, 96,678 entity pairs and
1950 relational facts.

4.2 Comparison with Baseline Methods

Following previous work (Mintz et al., 2009; Lin
et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Han
et al., 2018; Du et al., 2018), we evaluate our
model in the held-out evaluation. It evaluates
models by comparing the relational facts discov-
ered from the test articles with those in Freebase,
which provides an approximate measure of pre-
cision without requiring expensive human evalua-
tion. We draw precision-recall curves for all mod-
els and also report the Precision@N results to fur-
ther verify the effort of our SHTCNN model.

For fair comparison with sentence encoders, we
selected the following baselines:
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• Mintz: Multi-class logistic regression model
used by (Mintz et al., 2009) for distant super-
vision.

• MultiR: Probabilistic graphical model under
multi-instance learning framework proposed
by (Hoffmann et al., 2011)

• MIMLRE: Graphical model jointly models
multiple instances and multiple labels pro-
posed by (Surdeanu et al., 2012)

• PCNN: CNN based model under multi-
instance learning framework for distant rela-
tion extracion proposed by (Zeng et al., 2015)

• PCNN-ATT: CNN based model which uses
additional attention mechanism on sentence
level for distant supervision proposed by (Lin
et al., 2016)

• SHTCNN: Framework proposed in this pa-
per, please refer to Section 3 for more details.

4.3 Experimental Settings
Word and Position Embeddings
Our model use pre-trained word embeddings for
NYT corpus. Word embeddings of blank words
are initialized with zero while unknown words are
initialized with the normal distribution of which
the standard deviation is 0.05. Position embed-
dings are initialized with Xavier initialization for
all models. Two parts of our model share the same
word and position embeddings as inputs.

Parameter Settings
We use cross-validation to determine the pa-
rameters in our model. We also use a grid
search to select learning rate λ for SGD among
{0.5, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001}, sliding windows size l
among {1, 3, 5, 7}, sentence embedding size ds
among {100, 150, 200, 300, 350, 400} and batch
size among {64, 128, 256, 512}. Other parameters
proved to have little effect on results. We show our
optimal parameter settings in Table 2.

4.4 Overall Performance
Figure 2 shows the overall performance of our
proposed SHTCNN against baselines mentioned
above. From results, we can observe that: (1)
When recall is smaller than 0.05, all models have
reasonable precision. When recall is higher, pre-
cision of feature-based models decrease sharply
compared to neural-based methods, and the latter

Word Embedding Size 50
Position Embedding Size 5
Sentence Embedding Size 230
Filter Window Size 3
γ in Focal Loss 2
Positive weight in Focal Loss 0.75
Threshold for Selecting non-NA 0.3
Batch Size 128
Learning rate 0.1
Dropout Probability 0.5

Table 2: Parameter Settings

outperform the former over the entire range of re-
call. It demonstrates that human-designed features
are limited and cannot concisely express seman-
tic meaning of sentences in noisy data environ-
ment. (2) SHTCNN outperforms PCNN/PCNN-
ATT over the entire range of recall, It indicates that
SHTCNN is a more powerful sentence encoder
which can better capture semantic features of
noisy sentences. Further experimental results and
case study show the effectiveness of our model.
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Figure 2: Precision/Recall curves of our model and pre-
vious baseline methods.

4.5 Top N Precision
We also conduct Precision@N tests on entity pairs
with few instances. In our tests, three settings are
used: ONE randomly select an instance in the bag;
TWO randomly select two instances for each en-
tity pair; ALL use all bag instances for evaluation.
Table 3 shows the results on NYT dataset regard-
ing P@100, P@200, P@300 and the mean of three
settings for each model. From the table we can see
that: (1) Performance of all methods improves as
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Test Settings ONE TWO ALL
P@N(%) 100 200 300 Mean 100 200 300 Mean 100 200 300 Mean

PCNN+AVE 71.3 63.7 57.8 64.3 73.3 65.2 62.1 66.9 73.3 66.7 62.8 67.6
PCNN+ATT 73.3 69.2 60.8 67.8 77.2 71.6 66.1 71.6 76.2 73.1 67.4 72.2

SHTCNN+AVE 72.3 64.2 60.1 65.5 76.3 71.3 68.9 72.2 77.2 76.6 71.4 75.1
Coarse-to-Fine 74.3 69.6 63.2 69.0 77.7 74.4 68.2 73.4 78.6 74.3 71.2 74.7

HT+ATT 75.3 74.3 65.1 71.6 79.2 75.6 72.3 75.7 80.4 76.2 74.9 77.2
SHTCNN+ATT 78.2 77.1 70.1 75.1 80.0 76.2 73.2 76.5 86.1 79.1 75.4 80.2

Table 3: P@N for relation extraction in entity pairs with different number of sentences
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Figure 3: Precision/Recall curves of our model and
selected neural based methods. PCNN-AVE and
SHTCNN-AVE use Average method (AVE) while
PCNN-ATT and SHTCNN-ATT use selective ATTen-
tion method (ATT) described in section 3.2 to obtain
bag representation from its sentences.

the instance number increases which shows that
more sentences selected in the bag, more infor-
mation can be utilized. (2) SHTCNN improves
precision by over 8% for PCNN, PCNN-AVE and
PCNN-ATT model. It indicates that in noisy tex-
tual dataset, our SHTCNN is a more powerful
sentence encoder to capture better semantic fea-
tures. (3) Average method improves slowly when
instances number increases which indicates that it
can not effectively extract relations and be easily
distracted by noises in the bag.

4.6 Effectiveness of Separate Head-Tail CNN

To further verify the contribution and effectiveness
of two phase of our SHTCNN, we conduct two
extra experiments. First, we evaluate the ability
of our model to capture better sentence semantic
features under different bag representation calcu-
lation methods. PCNN-AVE (Average) assumes
that all sentences in the bag contribute equally
to the representation of the bag, which brings in
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Figure 4: Precision/Recall curves of separate parts of
our model. PCNN-ATT is the baseline method intro-
duced in Section 4.2. HT-ATT replaces sentence en-
coder of PCNN-ATT with separate Head-Tail convolu-
tion and pooling (HT) proposed in section 3.1 without
using Coarse-to-fine strategy in section 3.3. Coarse-
to-Fine solely classifies relation from coarse to fine
without using HT. SHTCNN-ATT is our full model
combines HT and Coarse-to-Fine relation extraction to-
gether.

more noise from mislabeling sentences. Com-
pared to PCNN-ATT, PCNN-AVE hinders the per-
formance of relation extraction as shown in Ta-
ble 3. We evaluate our model using Average and
Attention respectively. From results in Figure 3,
we observe that: (1) Both SHTCNN-AVE and
SHTCNN-ATT achieve significant performance
than their compared baselines, which proves that
SHTCNN offers better sentence semantic features
for bag representation with or without selective at-
tention mechanism. (2) SHTCNN-AVE achieves
similar performance as PCNN-ATT when recall is
between 0.15 and 0.35. (3) When recall is greater
than 0.35, SHTCNN-AVE performs even better
than PCNN-ATT. It demonstrates that SHTCNN is
relatively more robust and stable on dealing with
noisier sentences.

Second, we explore the effect of separate head-
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tail convolution and pooling and contribution of
coarse-to-fine relation extraction. From results
shown in Figure 4, we can observe that: (1) Both
HT-ATT and Coarse-to-Fine improve performance
of PCNN-ATT on a wide range of recall, which
indicates that separate head-tail convolution and
pooling, and coarse-to-fine strategy perform bet-
ter on predicting relations. (2) Figure 4 and Ta-
ble 3 both show that separate head-tail convolu-
tion and pooling achieve much better results than
only using coarse-to-fine strategy, indicating that a
better sentence encoder is more important in noisy
environment. (3) Our full model SHTCNN im-
proves performance on the entire recall compared
to using separate parts (solely separate head-tail
convolution and pooling or only coarse-to-fine) of
our model which suggests that combining two pro-
posed methods together can achieve better results.

/business/company/founders
That may include the chairman and chief
software architect of Microsoft, Bill Gates,
an otherwise infrequent television viewer.
/business/company/founders→ NA
Bill Gates and Steve Ballmer, for example,
were roommates in college, joined forces at
Microsoft in 1980 and still work together to-
day.
NA→ /business/shopping center/owner
Earlier this week, the company said it ex-
pected to sell Madrid Xanad and its half-
interest in two other malls, Vaughan Mills in
Ontario and St. Enoch Centre in Glasgow, to
Ivanhoe Cambridge, a Montreal company
that is Mills’s partner in the Canadian and
Scottish properties .

Table 4: Some examples of Separate Head-Tail CNN
corrections compared to PCNN

4.7 Case Study

In Table 4, we show some of our SHTCNN
model examples corrections compared to tradi-
tional PCNN. Left of the arrow is PCNN predicted
class label on the below sentence while the right is
our prediction. We can observe that the first sen-
tence is labeled as /business/company/founders
by both PCNN and SHTCNN since closer entities
bring similar position embeddings which benefit
both models. However, the second one is similar
but does not hold the relationship. PCNN failed to

recognize the relation but SHTCNN corrected the
label. Finally, the last sentence is longer and enti-
ties are not as close as those in first two sentences.
Our model outperformed PCNN by successfully
giving correct label to the sentence. It indicates
that SHTCNN perform better on modelling rela-
tionship in relative long sentences.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose SHTCNN, a novel neural
framework using separate head-tail convolution
and pooling for sentence encoding and classifies
relations from coarse-to-fine. Various experiments
conducted show that, in our framework, separate
head-tail convolution and pooling can better cap-
ture sentence semantic features compared to base-
line methods, even in noisier environment. Be-
sides, coarse-to-fine relation extraction strategy
can further improve and stabilize the performance
of our model.

In the future, we will explore the following di-
rections: (1) We will explore effective separate
head-tail convolution and pooling on other sen-
tence encoders like RNN. (2) Coarse-to-fine clas-
sification is an experimental method, we plan to
further investigate noisy source in distant super-
vised datasets. (3) It will be promising to incor-
porate well-designed attention and self-attention
mechanisms with two parts of our framework
to further improve the performance. All codes
and data are available at: https://bit.ly/
ds-shtcnn.
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